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Ten Page Research Paper on Net Neutrality. Patrick Adair. 1 Internet Fast Lanes The Internet has become a major part
of today's economy and culture.

The problem comes when another smaller website wants to offer HD movie streaming. These apps are all
heavily customizable and tailored to each specific user based on the feedback they give to the songs they are
presented with. Amazon video is the next biggest video streaming company in terms of downloaded data and
they only use 1. The un-included companies have the choice to either loose customers or pay T-Mobile to stay
on par with their competitors. These services need to be kept inexpensive and available to anyone. It outlines
the Net Neutrality The network they are on is over-capacity and can't handle the increased number of online
users during these hours. They also have an option for 5 mbps download and upload for free. The majority of
vehicles are in one This is why monopolies aren't allowed in the first place. Google's main purpose with
Google Fiber is to disrupt the Internet industry and to provide a true, un-monopolized Internet option. This
shedding of light on this complex and illegal deal made people realize that this is just the tip of the iceberg.
Netflix has come up with another solution that seems even more friendly and helpful to consumers. A
monopoly of this status will eventually become bad for consumers. Because there are so many factors that can
affect your overall speed, there are big media companies that want to streamline all the processes that it takes
to load content by making deals with ISPs to better integrate their services or obtain more direct usage of their
networks. What is Net Neutrality? It further explores if the exponential development within the web-based
facilities costs instigates a descending sequence on the internet and hence killing it. With no competition they
have the power to raise prices and make more money, companies always will. At the time Google. The
problem with this is that it is not future proof. This, in turn, may harm Assigning of the essays on net
neutrality has become a common practice in colleges and universities nowadays, since this topic is both
controversial and interesting. They can't afford to pay ISPs millions of dollars to receive a reliable connection
and the networks are already stretched to their limits of how much data they can handle, so it leaves Netflix
with a perfect "fast lane" connection and the competitor gets stuck in the "traffic" where all the other
companies that can't pay the Internet tax have to stay. Without these rules it would allow ISPs to be more
efficient. If Netflix or another company has the resources, they should be allowed to make upgrades and give
their customers a better experience. If Netflix is exempt from these "traffic jams" then the ISP is indirectly
blocking services other than Netflix. However, some advantages would arise by allowing companies to more
fully integrate and create mega networks. A final reason to allow integrating is that Netflix or your Internet bill
could be cheaper. Not only have they upset the industry and changed the mentality and satisfaction of
customers, they've proven that giving consumers all they can, and at the lowest price they can afford, truly
works. You expect I personally cannot imagine having to suffer through a slow website once again Caches are
very simple but are very effective in providing a better connection to content.


